
Halfon Candy Company

“Getting everything our business 
needed in one package was 

years and their solution 

its extensive capabilities.”

Can You Implement a Major IT System 
in Time for a Mission-Critical Window?  

Ignition by AFS did just that for Halfon Candy Company 
and here's how the distributor benefited.

AN ERP BY AFS CASE STUDY

Halfon Candy Company, is a Seattle-based, family-owned wholesale 
distribution company that specializes in providing confectionary and 
convenience items to retail customers in the Pacific Northwest.

“My favorite part of the AFS ERP 
system is the Job Scheduler.  It’s 
the answer for a burdened tech
department.,”

Andrew Scharhon, 
Operations Manager

Business Context and Challenges Faced
There are two peak seasons in candy distribution: Valentine’s Day/Easter 
in Q1 and Halloween / Christmas in Q4.  During these mission critical 
windows, Halfon Candy Company just didn’t have the capacity to support a major systems implementation.  As a 
result, they had a very small window to get the system live.  The average ERP implementation lasts around 17 
months, but Halfon Candy Company knew they needed to select a vendor that could deploy a new system in a 
fraction of that time.

ignition.afsi.com

Why Ignition?
Halfon Candy Company turned to AFS due to their reputation for getting customers live on its solutions swiftly.  
Halfon Candy Company leadership was impressed that AFS’ professional services team had closed out over 100 
accounts in the past 2½ years.

The Solution
AFS worked closely with the Halfon team to develop an accelerated project timeline to 
accommodate a short implementation window. Representatives from both companies worked 
together to develop and closely follow a project plan to deploy AFS ERP and OMS systems, 
integrating the new software with their existing WMS system.  The project had a successful 
go-live in 3½ months, which was a full two months ahead of their busy Halloween season. 
Because of this, Halfon Candy Company was able to fully utilize the robust functionality of the 
AFS ERP during their highest volume months.
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The Results
Halfon Candy Company employees were able to leverage ERP’s 
robust reporting system in time for Halloween/Christmas 2018. They 
observed that the new reporting system is substantially faster than 
their legacy system, allows for easy customization, and has the ability 
to export data into multiple third-party programs. Buyers Reports 
(SPOs) allowed Halfon Candy Company to take deep dives into their 
purchase and sales data, which resulted in 10% additional seasonal 
sales in the first few months of using ERP. In addition, Halfon Candy Company’s buying team used the buyers 
dashboard to forecast when to place PO’s. This saved the buyer about 5 hours per week, which was previously 
eaten up with a manual process of reviewing PO Inquiries for each and every vendor.

Andrew Scharhon, Operations Manager, said: “My favorite part of the AFS ERP system is the Job Scheduler.  It’s 
the answer for a burdened tech department.  Prior to ERP, I juggled requests from our Sales Manager and office 
staff for help with different reports that they needed on a regular basis.  With ERP, I can schedule tailored reports 
to be emailed to the appropriate parties at specific intervals, based on their needs. This saves me 10 hours each 
week, which was previously spent running reports and parsing through the data to get the right answers for many 
departments within the company.  For example, our Sales Manager asked that daily sales reports are sent to each 
sales rep.  With the Job Scheduler, all of these reports are sent automatically at the end of each day, which 
means I don’t even have to think about it.  I have much more time to help grow the business because of these 
amazing tools.  Additionally, these automatic reports freed up a lot of time from our office staff, allowing them to 
focus on more strategic tasks and move away from redundant administrative actions each day.”

Halfon Candy was established by Izzy Halfon in 1946 and has remained 
a family owned wholesale company ever since. They specialize in 
confectionary and convenience items with a selection of over 6,000 
products and more each day. Halfon Candy Company delivers and 
ships products to retail locations throughout the Puget Sound, Eastern 
Washington, Oregon, and Alaska. They serve many different types of 
retail customers including grocery, drug, convenience, and hardware 
stores as well as craft stores, party stores, dollar stores, gift shops, and 
schools.

Ignition is a line of products that is part of AFS Technologies, the leading provider of software solutions purpose- 
built for consumer goods companies and distributors. AFS is committed to generating improved outcomes at the 
point of purchase coupled with generating efficiencies in trade spend, retail execution and supply chain. With 
experience developed over its 31-year history, AFS serves more than 1,000 customers of all sizes in more than 50 
countries around the world. Our products are innovative, configurable solutions that are proven to optimize 
customer potential with automated processes, improved productivity and rapid time to value.
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ignition.afsi.com
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“With ERP, I can schedule tailored 
reports to be emailed to the 
appropriate parties at specific 
intervals, based on their needs.,” 

Andrew Scharhon, 
Operations Manager


